to "be profitable if the states have to be mutilated in order to fit into a framework that is too narrow.
Barly work on infinite multiplete idealized the Btatea to the point where they became an infinite set of one-partiole states with equal masses. In thia case it ia possible to invoke invarianoe under various non-compact groups to obtain predictions for oertain form factors* ' The convenient notation of group representations can also be employed to construct explicit solutions of ourrent 2) 3) algebra ' and superconvergence relations. ' The next step is to consider one-particle states with unequal masses. One prinoipal purpose of this report is to calculate amplitudes related to the exohange of such objects. ' It is found that both Regge pole contributions and Lorentz pole contributions appear. The behaviour of an exchange amplitude is studied in detail in Seo. IV. It turns out that the vertex functions suggested by infinite component local field theory (see below) gives a roaaonablc kineinatical structure', in particular, this is true near the infamous point u = 0.
The physical states that occur in strong interaction scattering processes may be approximated by singlo-particle statesbut poorly| even if the masses are unequal* Another main topic of this paper is a consideration of multiplets that include multipartiole states. It turns out that the inclusion of multiparticle states does not create essential complications.
Our approach is semi-empirical. All our scattering amplitudes are related to simple Feynman diagrams, in which the external lines are one*"particle states, while each internal line represents an infinite multiplet. To define an amplitude it is necessary to speoify (i) the vertex functions and (ii) the propagators. A com-
2)
pletely empirioal theory ' would leave both arbitrary a priori, and attempt the calculation of vertex functions and propagators from general physical requirements and additional assumptions like current algebra or superconvergence. An example of the opposite extreme is infinite-ooraponent local field theory, in which everything ie deduced from the Lagrangian or from a field equation.
•^' J The advantage of the empirical approaoh ia that a wide range of physical requirements can he introduced as input. Infinite-oomponent field theory, on the other hand, is a soluble model, and exact aoluloility is often very useful. We shall therefore steer a middle course, which may "be desoribed as searching for the physical world among the widest pos* sible olaas of soluble models. Briefly, the idea is to leave propagators arbitrary, to be related directly to experiment, but to acoept the vertex functions suggested by infinite component field theory.
Let the infinite multiplet be associated with an infinite set of fields, Y<j-(x), 0~-1, 2, ... « The states are expected to possess spinj therefore the generators of Lorentz transformations must include a spin party
It is necessary to specify the spin matrices in some detail, because the physical eigenstates of mass must be defined in such a way that the mass is a Poincare invariant. The "solubility" of our models is ensured by constructing a unitary irreducible representation of some group G that includes the spin group SO(3,1), acting on the index Oõ nly 0 The simplest possibility is to take G -SO(3,1); this is the case considered in Sections II ol and II.2» A larger group is required if multiparticle states are to be included; in Section II.3 we take
•3 -S0(4,l).
The vertices are assumed to be defined "by an interaction density that is local and non-derivative, The simplest case is obtained by supposing that one of the fields is an ordinary scalar one-oomponent fields Then the vertex funotion reduces to with t -( 'b, -' J J ) . Suppose that the states \1> and \2y ar© identical except that "j). / -j> , then V 1;? -i is the scalar form factor K^t) of this state. Clearly XL (0) » 1 and ^(t) ~> 0 as t -> -oO , because the overlap between the two states is perfect when -jx » j) 2 and vanishes in the limit of infinite momentum transfer. Hotice that the vertex funotions have been defined by the above for physical mass-shell states only. Off-mass-shell vertex funotions will be defined in terms of the Feynman amplitudes to whioh they contribute.
The propagators are denoted L and are assumed to be invariant under Poinoare transformations. Acting on the fields V^-in momentum space they are some complicated matrices! However, these matrioes can be diagonalized. Let n be a set of Poincare-invariant quantum numbers. For example, ' if G « SO(3 n is just the spin i , defined invariantly by in terms of the Poincare generators. The physical states are eigenstates of these quantum numbers. We suppose that they form a complete set, so that the physical states may be uniquely labelled by -t>. and ft • Then L is diagonal in this basis,
The empirical input into our models is represented "by the arbitrary function L n (p)# The singularities of this function determine the mass speotrum of the physical states of the model, as well as the Kegge trajectories. If G o SO(3,1), then there can be only a discrete set of states, one for each value of the spin. But for larger groups the mass spectrum can have both a discrete and a continuous part. An example is discussed in Section II.3. It is known that the continuous part of the spectrum is capable of representing multipartiole states exaotly in the non-relativistic limit.
After fixing the manifold of singularities of the propagator BO as to obtain the desired mass spectrum and Regge trajectories, we still have the residues of the singularities at our disposal. The residues form the absorbtive part of the propagator and are related to the completeness relation,
We believe that assumptions of current algebra and superoonvergenoe can be formulated as conditions on the residue function, but this is not attempted in the present paper.
II. The amplitude is
INFIMITE KULTIPIETS AS INTERMEDIARY STATES

A, -Z
Here L is the propagator for the virtual states, and the sura is over a complete ' set of intermediary states* It is necessary to choose definite states for the external lines; this will be done by replaoing <p( f^) and ^fi^^) by their respective spin-aero pro jootions, e.g.
-i
(II.5)
The next step is to expand the tensor fP aooording to the irreduoihle represent at ions of the little group Gv, , where
The expansion has the form (II.7)
•where CP M u describes the 2i +1 states with angular momentum X, and The vertex functions are calculated in the appendix and may "be expressed in terms of 4"dimensional B-pherical funotions, ,
where "Uj is the velocity of particle 1 in the centre.of-mass system, In (11,9) i^ has teen assumed that the propagator L ia diagonal in J? , which is required by Lorentz invarianceo The sura over 'if is a sum over helioitiee; it may be carried out by means of the complete ness relation (A-3) t with the result
The partial waves are (11.14)
The variables s and cos d are the conventional scattering parameters and (11*12) is the same as and the oentre-of-mass "mean" velooity is given lay
* f s-
The coefficient b fl .simplifies in the equal mass casei lt r 0 , (11.25) In Subsection II. 1, let the group SO(3,1) "be replaced by SO(4,1), and consider the irreducible representation B(lT) of SO (4, 1) that is realized on the generalized tensor field <£-... 1 OO , The arguments x =» x Q , x,, x 2 » x, are the usual four-dimensional spacetime coordinates, but the indices now take on the values 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4» The representation is unitary if (tf -|-) < (-|-) j we shall take M" real with
Then D(H) belongs to the supplementary series of unitary representations of S0(4,l).
The physical interpretation of the states of this S0(4,l) raultiplet may be clarified most easily in terms of a "baais that is adapted to the oompact subgroup. Thus, let A bo a "timelike" introduce a basis of physical states; then it turns out that both scattering and bound states can be aooounted for.
•i
The spin X of a state with four-momentum fo is defined covariantly in terms of the little group Qjj -the Bubgroup of
50(3,1) that leaves -b invariants
It is necessary to define the quantum number n covariantly, and this is dono in a similar fashion. On the other hand, the physioal states are defined "by tho singularities of the propagator L . Since this is Poincare invariant it oan "bo diagonalised by taking n and x diagonal, so that L reduces to L^1^2). Clearly
The physical states -vrith real mass are thus defined by the propagator -1 2 L in the following way: For every positive value of p one oalculates /\(<t> ) and determines the spectrum of n .
Then one searohes for solutions of Eq. (11.33), keeping -p fixed and allowing n to vary over this speotrum. With an appropriate choioe of the funotions o and Vt in (II.31) it is possible to obtain a physical mass speotrura that is partly continuous. In particular, it is possible to obtain a apeotrum that coincides with that of the Schrodinger hydrogen states, including the electron-proton spattering states, To olotain an expression for the amplitude that is valid for values of P for which A is spacelike, one may perform a Soinnierfeld-Watson transformation with respeot to the variable n.
tlhen L^ is independent of n this can "be rigorously justified:
The expansion (11.43) expresses a spherioal function for the The second term is due to the pole of the propagator at n « OC(s), and oocurs if Re <X. (s) > -1 only* The third term is due to the pole of c' ^ at n aN, and occurs if -1 < 33" < 0 only. ^' ,2 1 Finally, a formula that is valid for A => -1 is obtained "by eliminating ! X in favour of s, and continuing the right-hand side of (11.52 ) to values of s such that A =» -1. To follow the analytio continuation in detail, let us assume that the spectrum consists of an infinite set of one-particle states ("bound states), with masses that increase as o^(s) take the values 0,1,2,... and reach an aocumulation point at SQ as oi(s)-> 00, plus a continuum of twopart iole states (ionized states) from s « s Q to infinity. Then, as s -> s Q from 'below, (X^s) ^ ©o along the real axia, while for s > SQ , OH(e) is on tho line He c/(s) = -1. Thus oC(s) has a "branchpoint at the threshold a « s-. The physical sheet, cut from s « s n to +oO corresponds to He Of(s) > -lj the upper (lower) side of the cut corresponds to Im C>C(B) > 0 (< 0). Write n --1 + xp for Im n > 0 and n = -1 -ip if Im n <0, then the first tern in (11.52) The reason for this is that )\~ is not an analytic function of K, Let us take Le (u) independent of X, then the sums that define A, and A. can "be summed exactly to (compare (11.17 ))s
where The two amplitudes are identical when expressed in terms of -X, and A-s, "but these vectors, "being parallel to the physical momentum vectors, do not change sign under s-t crossing, and /L* ?U is orossing invariant. This unconventional crossing "behaviour of form factors has "been discussed in more detail previously. '
2. "Strong scattering with, u > 0
We now turn to the evaluation of the amplitude A,, for the Feynman diagram of Pig. 5. ^e amplitudes A 2 ,A , unlike A. ,A.» are not related by conventional a-u crossing* In the range (III.l) the calculation may "be carried out precisely as in Section II.2j
one notices that V^ , defined by (11.24), varies from 0 to -1, so that the series (II.22) converges* The result is given "by (11*26), (11.27) after s is replaced "by u throughout. The "breakdown of conventional orossing symmetry oocurs in the same way as in the preceding disoussion of the annihilation amplitude A,.
3* "C.onrpton" scattering .with u < 0
The expansions (11.13) and (ill.5) are representations of the amplitudes A^ and A, as sums over the contributions of irreducible representations of the little group G^• that is, over the spin of the virtual state. In both cases A was timelike, G\ was compact and the reduction (II.7) gave a discrete sum over spins.
Turning now to the case of spacelike momentum transfer, we meet with the difficulty that (II.7) should be replaced by an integral over Jl , since the range of / is now continuous. It is doubtful that the tensor method can be pushed as far as to give a useful formula of this type. An alternative is to begin by expanding tho tensor ^...^ according to a discrete set of non-unitary representations of G^ , with n » IT, U-l, .*. . However, since we already have an expansion for the amplitude A^ for u > 0, the simplest procedure 18 to oontinue A^ analytically to negative u "by means of a Sommerfeld-Watson transformation. This is the same procedure that was followed in Section II.3. As in that case, we note that the transformation ia certainly possible, "barring complications due to unreasonable properties of the propagator.
-1/ \ For definiteness, let ua suppose that L^ (u) has the form where ;gp(u) is analytic in Re X > -• §• and sufficiently well behaved as X -> w», The physical mass spectrum is given "by the solution of and KLEIMERT °' considered the I » -fr states, and found that a group larger than S0(3,l) seems to be needed, because there are several isobars with the same spin and parity. Here we have pointed out that the representation of multiparticle states also requires large multiplets. Perhaps S0(4.l) or SU(2,2) is applicable to this problem -it is not hard to invent a propagator that corresponds to a single discrete state (the nucleon) and a oontinuum (nucleon + several pions) e It seems natural to' expand the group in another direction as well, to include isospin and strangeness and perhaps even SU(6). This can be done by taking G =» SL(6,-C) or SU(6,6).
One of the objections against these groups has been the absence of Since Od(u) is of the order of 1 when u«0, the sum behavon lilco "
Thus, near u -0
The analytic structure of A, (s,t) near u =* 0 is determined by the analytic structure of the propagator function L$_ (u) nearX^co .
Uotice that this result implies a cancellation of singularities "between the several terms in the Regge representation (ill.11).
We are thu3 confirmed in the expectation that the vertex functions of local interaction between infinite multiplets gives rise to reasonable kinematical factors, not only near the normal threshold but at other critioal points as well. A more oomplete investigation of scattering involving particles with spin should be carried out. If instead 2P " p, -P 2 » "^en these formulae remain valid if s is replaced "by u « (p. -p-) . However, in this case (A.15) 2 oonverges only if 0 < u < (m 1 -m 2 ) . Substituting (A.18) into (A.15)»\A.l6) veobtain (11.22), (11.23) of the main text.
Finally, for the convenience of the reader, we write down the well known formula:
-j[ S-
